A general theory describing particles of unit spin and arbitrary magnetic moment is developed and applied to the motion of such particles in a Coulomb field. In the particular case of magnetic moment unity (Proca theory), the exact equations for the radial components of the wave functions possess regular solutions only for those states (j=l/0 and j=0, /=1) in which the orbital angular momentum l is a constant of the motion. For particles possessing a magnetic moment of two mesotron magnetons, the radial equations are free of singularities for all states but two: j = 1, l = 0 and j =0, L = 1. The cross section for a fractional energy transfer to electrons by energetic mesotrons is calculated for the various simple possibilities of mesotron spin 0.
(0, -"1)and magnetic moment p (arbitrary except for zero spin), and it is shown that only for 0. =-, ', p&1 (in particular, p=0) and 0 =1, p, =1 is the cross section of the correct magnitude and form (i.e., essentially independent of the mesotron energy) to account for observed burst phenomena at energies greater than 2X10" ev. Criteria for the validity of these formulae indicate that the region of applicability for the theory tT = 1, p/1 is more limited than that for o-= 1, p = 1 (Proca).
I. INTRQDUcTIQN HE electromagnetic properties of nuclear systems depend on the interaction of mesotrons both with heavy particles and with the electromagnetic field. Indeed, so simple a quantity as the magnetic moment of the neutron is completely determined only by both of these interactions. Data obtained experimentally from electromagnetic nuclear properties do not therefore determine independently the mesotronheavy particle coupling and the mesotronradiation interaction, and it would be of advantage to study each of these forms of interaction directly. Information concerning the inHuence of the electromagnetic field on mesotrons may be obtained by the investigation of recoil electrons resulting from collisions with the mesotrons forming the penetrating component of cosmic radiation.
This process presumably accounts for the fraction of the soft component (apart from secondaries arising from the disintegration of mesotrons in the atmosphere) which is in equilibrium with the hard component. The observed dependence of cosmic-ray bursts on their magnitude and the surrounding material indicates that mesotrons may, with appreciable probability, transfer a large fraction of thei energy to the soft component. Phenomena asso-* Commonwealth Fund Fellow.
g National Research Fellow. ciated with bursts of energy greater than 2X10" ev may be adequately described by assuming that the cross section for a given fractional transfer of energy to the soft component is independent of the mesotron energy. A cross section of this nature possessing the correct magnitude would indeed be obtained' ' if the electromagnetic properties of the mesotron were those deduced from the Proca equations' by the application of the Born approximation.
To examine the validity of the Born approximation, one may consider the limiting case of scattering by an electron of infinite mass, the process involved then being the scattering of mesotrons by a static Coulomb field. An exact solution of this problem would enable one to judge the reliability of the Born approximation as applied to this type of process. Unfortunately, as will be shown in Section I I I, when one attempts to follow this program one encounters singular equations which admit of no complete set of regular solutions. This implies either that the theory is wrong or that the model of the scattering of a mesotron by a Coulomb field is too great an abstraction of the physical process to which it purports to approximate.
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The electromagnetic properties of a particle with given charge and mass are essentially determined by its spin and its magnetic moment. One may therefore use the experimental evidence available from cosmic-ray . measurements to determine these two characteristics of the mesotron. Of the three simple possibilities for the spin (0,~~, 1) the case of zero spin may be excluded, for the impossibility of associating an intrinsic magnetic moment with a scalar mesotron implies an energy transfer cross section varying inversely with the mesotron energy, thus contradicting the experimental evidence. Were the spin of the mesotron -, ', one could exclude the possibility of a magnetic moment of one mesotron magneton, as predicted by the Dirac theory, for this would lead to a cross section of similar character. 4 However, an alteration of the magnetic moment changes the energy dependence of the cross section to that demanded by experiment. On the basis of cosmic-ray evidence, therefore, one cannot exclude the possibility of a mesotron of spin -', and magnetic moment different from unity (in particular, zero) although such evidence as is available from nuclear phenomena indicates that this is not likely.
The current theory of mesotrons postulates a spin of unity and a magnetic moment of one mesotron magneton. The physical adequacy and the mathematical difhculties of this theory have already been mentioned. The sole remaining simple possibility is that of a mesotron of spin unity and magnetic moment different from that assumed in the Proca theory. The following pages are devoted to the development of a general Lagrangian theory of such particles (Section II) and the application of the theory to the motion of mesotrons in a Coulomb field (Section III) and the problem of electron recoils (Section IV).
II. GENERAL THEORY
The most general bilinear Lagrangian density which involves only a four-vector p", and the electromagnetic potentials A" in the form of the first-order gauge covariant derivative D"y"=$8"+(ie/kc) A "jy", 4 H. J. Bhabha, Proc. Roy. Soc. A164, 257 (1938) . condition of gauge invariance. Here the A"are numerical tensors which can depend only on the values of the metric g"=0 (v &~) =1 (p= v=1, 2, 3), = -1 (p= v=4).
A general form of such a tensor is pv pp
where p and y are constants. The choice of unity for the first coeKcient on the right-hand side of (2) is not an essential limitation. To guarantee the reality of I. , one must impose the condition -V» +0'T A To' which implies that P and j are real.
The equations of motion derived by variation of (1) are
and the conjugate complex equations. Inserting the form (2) for the A"one obtains
where we have used the commutation relation The first two terms of (11) may be disregarded, for, possessing the form of divergences, they contribute nothing to the variation of the Lagrangian. We have therefore arrived at a convenient expression for the Lagrangian density, L = , 'F""F""+ -~'j, 0" (ie/2ac-)~H ""(4"y" y "0"), -
which differs from that of current theory by the addition of 3, term involving the explicit appearance of the electromagnetic field strengths. This term may be interpreted as corresponding to an additional magnetic moment for the mesotron.
The linear equations of motion which follow from (12) are D& F""=z'P"+ (ie/hc) pqPH""; D"P. D"g"=F""-
The electromagnetic current four-vector of the mesotrons which follows by variation of the Lagrangian with respect to -A" then assumes the form which differs from that of the usual theory by the term in y which is independently conserved. To show the interpretation of this additional term, we rewrite the expression for the current in the form
The second term represents a polarization current arising from the magnetic moment. Indeed, its coefficient is to be identified as the magnetic moment of the mesotron, which thus has on this theory the value 1+p mesotron magnetons. The first term has the appearance of a convection current yet may not receive this interpretation for it is not by itself conserved. It is, in fact, conserved only upon the addition of the terms involving D"p& -terms which have no simple physical interpretation.
The importance of the proposed generalization now becomes apparent, for, by proper choice of p these terms may be made to vanish under certain conditions. One may evaluate D, @" by applying the operator D" to the first of Eqs. (13), with the result 'D"p" = (ie/2hc) (y -1)H""F&" (4sie/hc') yJ Q"-
where J"the current-vector of the external charges, has been introduced by means of the equation a~H""= (4~/c) I". 
which are obtained from (5) by writing P= -(y+1). In comparison with the rather complicated equations of the current theory (y =0) vis. :
one obtains, for y=1,
which in regions external to charge and current distributions reduce to (D&D, »') y"= -(2ie/hc) y"H""
To complete the theory, it is necessary to construct the stress-energy-momentum tensor and
show that it satisfies all conditions that may be reasonably imposed on it. The real tensor con- 
and thus may be interpreted as a stress tensor. For the Lagrangian (12), it assumes the explicit form:
T""=F", D"y'+ F", D"y' (ie/hc) qH-",(@"qv @'y") g"-"L.
-
In order to guarantee the conservation of angular momentum it is necessary that a theory yield a symmetric stress tensor. Although (23) is not symmetric, it may be replaced by the symmetric tensor"" P", = F", F"'+F,.F"'+»'(Q"Q"+Q"P") +(ie/hc) y }H, "(4"4' PQ") +H, -"(4,$ g'$") } g""L, (2-4)-which also satisfies the conservation equation 
Although the energy density derived from this stress tensor is not positive definite, it does become so in the absence of an external electromagnetic field, which is all that may reasonably be required of the energy density derived from a theory of particles with integral spin.
III. STATIQNARY STATEs IN A CQULQMB FIELD
The importance of a rigorous treatment of the equations representing the mesotron in a Coulomb field has been stressed in the Introduction. An attempt to construct exact solutions of these equations forms the basis of this section.
The spherical symmetry of the Coulomb problem introduces the possibility of defining conserved ' This symmetric tensor noway be also derived directly from the l.agrangian by the prescription 0&, = 2 I (aL/aF", ) I'", +(aL/ay") @"+(aL/a F", ) F". +(aL/a@")y"+(aL/@II". )II". I -s"&L. 
(p=0,
which are written in terms of the linear combinations
These formulae express all the information available from the general symmetry properties of the system; to proceed further we must resort to the specific dynamical equations. The equations (18) In states of nonvanishing angular momentum, there exist two linearly independent solutions associated with p& and with $2, which we label by a quantum number "I" = j+1,j -1, respectively.
In the nonrelativistic limit, "I" becomes the orbital quantum number. gz and g2 may not be con- 
to be contained within an arbitrarily small neighborhood of a point charge Ze. For solutions of the type j="I" +1, G(r) r"~' in the vicinity of the origin, while for those of type j= "I"-1, G(r) r"~'
Since X~is not an integer, G(r) tends to either zero or infinity as r is diminished. In the latter case, which occurs for j=0, "I" =I, and j=1, "I" =0, the amount of charge (59) in the immediate neighborhood of the origin, and hence also the total charge of the system, becomes infinite. This meaningless situation implies that these two states are completely forbidden.
It is of some interest to note that the energy levels of the allowed discrete states are represented by the Sommerfeld formula, all states of given total angular momentum and principal quantum number coalescing as in the Dirac theory. This result is inexplicable on the basis of the formula derived from the Larmor and Thomas precessions, which would predict in addition a dependence on the orbital angular momentum quantum number l. The origin of this discrepancy is to be sought in the inadequacy of considering the spin as a simple vector, for the coupling energy between spin and orbit consists not only of the usual Larmor-Thomas terms but in addition terms which are nonlinear in the spin. The equivalence between the Larmor-Thomas formula and the corresponding prediction of the Dirac theory is to be attributed to the necessary linearity of the spin terms for a particle of spin -, '.
The general program of this section has been an attempt to obtain rigorous solutions of the equations for a particle of unit spin in a Coulomb field. While for the equations describing Proca particles this attempt has been abortive, the modified theory discussed in this paper provides regular solutions for all states save two, these being completely forbidden. The net result of the modification has been, therefore, the concentration rather than the removal of the singularities. The lack of a complete set of regular solutions thus compels us to have resort to the Born approximation in order to give meaning to these two theories.
IV. ELEcTRoN-MEsoTRoN CoLLIsIQNs
Information concerning the electromagnetic properties of mesotrons may be obtained by the study of various scattering processes. However, it would be difficult to infer such information from processes such as mesotron-proton scattering and radiative emission induced by mesotrons, which involve in addition the mesotron-heavy particle coupling. For collisions between mesotrons and electrons, however, this latter type of coupling is presumably absent, and the energy transfer is dependent only on the electromagnetic interaction between the particles. (62) the condition (ui o"', Ni o"') = (ui ', ui ") = 1 corresponds to one electron per unit volume. The transition probability per unit time from the state (X', p') to the state (X, p) of the electron is then given by 4~5'e 1 up, (p;f --n'1 f)uy } '6(W+E W -E )6P+p, P"+p'.
To find the total electron transition probability, we sum over the final spin and momentum states of the electron. The summation over the final momentum states has merely the effect of imposing (he condition of momentum conservation. Summing over the final spin directions, one has (-p;q' j;i j, I)-, - (64) C which is independent of the initial spin of the electron. To calculate the cross section for a given incident mesotron, we sum the transition probability (63) over all relevant final states of the mesotron and divide by the product of the mesotron particle density and the relative velocity of the electron and mesotron. The cross section thus defined is relativistically invariant and is most easily computed in the center of mass system (P'+p'=0), since in this system the energy of either particle does not change during the collision. The resulting cross section for the scattering of mesotrons through an angle 8 into a solid angle des is (E'I~+P' j;i) '~' &" sin-' k~(~r ' --j'~j i) 4c'I'" k w'+B') (65) if the mesotron particle density is also normalized to represent one particle per unit volume. Here we have used the facts that the relative velocity is (c'P'/Wo)+(c'P'/E') in this coordinate system and that the number of mesotron states per unit volume and per unit total energy range is P' E'TV'
Her"5'c-' I'o+ g 0 H. C. CORBEN AND J. SCHWINGER For a particle of spin one-half and magnetic moment unity the charge and current densities are given, according to the usual Dirac theory, by the four-vector j" = (e-k/2M) I (4 sop (a-oy) p)+ , 'a, -(y {goy" y -"q~) p) I (66) Here Q is deFined by p= p+y', and yi' is given in terms of the more familiar Dirac matrices a, p by i-P, y'= i-Pn' T. he two terms on the right-hand side of (66) are independently conserved and correspond, respectively, to a convection current and a polarization current arising from the magnetic moment. In close analogy with the theory for particles of spin unity, outlined in Section II, one may develop a theory for which the coefficient of the polarization current is arbitrary, corresponding to a particle of spin -, and of arbitrary magnetic moment. We consider here the particular case for which this magnetic moment is zero. The charge-current four-vector then assumes the (68) (ui "', mo"') =(Np", ihip") =1, which corresponds to one mesotron per unit volume.
Using the relation M'c4 f' P"
and substituting (68) in (65) 
The corresponding cross section for a particle of zero spin -and hence zero magnetic momentdiffers from the above expression only by the absence of the last factor, which, for the case of spin~~, arises from the spin summation. It is to be noted that at high energies this factor entirely alters the dependence of the cross section on the mesotron energy.
To obtain from (70) the cross section for Coulomb scattering it is only necessary to consider the 
which differs from the corresponding formula deduced from the Proca theory' by the absence of a factor 3 cos
The above formulae represent the angular scattering cross section in the barycentric system; we are primarily interested in the cross section for a given fractional energy transfer to an initially stationary electron. It is therefore expedient to introduce the ratio, f, of the kinetic energy gained by the electron to Wo --eMG2, the total energy of the incident mesotron, measured in the laboratory system. The relation between f and the angle of scattering in the center of mass system is simply 2s)(c' -1)
represents the maximum fraction of the mesotron energy which may be transferred to an electron by impact. Employing the relation between Wo and the electron and mesotron energies in the barycentric system, vis. :
we may rewrite the cross section as follows:
At high energies this is independent of the energy of the incident mesotron. For a mesotron of arbitrary magnetic moment p, &1 and spin -, the leading term of this expression is multiplied by a factor GP'e'GP e& I+ ('y+1) (e'Xe) X (P' -P), the major contribution to the cross section arises from the terms proportional to y' which correspond to longitudinal-longitudinal transitions.
One finds, for fee~&&1, f&f, "=1 --' (1./2cue), and~0 Table I , n = 1 for types III, IV, and n=2 for type V. This varied momentum dependence of the current density is of course intimately related to the diferent energy dependence of the cross sections for these several types of particles. The condition of smallness of the coupling energy density compared with the kinetic energy density is then expressed quantitatively by (P/Mc) "«1- 
may be readily solved by elementary quantum algebra.
The operations of scalar and vector multiplication with L yield, respectively,
from which one obtains the characteristic equation
by elimination of L %. 
permits a more convenient expression of Eq. (A11), namely ' W. R. Harper, Phil. Mag. 18, 97 (1934); 20, 740 (1935) . ' I.. B. Loeb, Phys. Rev. 51, 1110 (1937 .
